SAFETY EQUIPMENT

3M™ SAFETY GOGGLES

SAFETY GOGGLE BX
- BX protective eyewear are fully adjustable with three lens angles and adjustable nose bridge and temple length. Silver/Black frames. Soft adjustable nose bridge
P/N 09-02154 ........................................ $4.90

SAFETY GOGGLE VIRTUA SPORT
- * Meets ANSI Z87.1 * Sleek - Styling with both men and women
- * Lightweight - Less than 1 oz
- * Contoured flexible temples for comfort fit
- * Hard Coat guards against scratching, static and chemical attack
P/N 09-02155 ........................................ $2.75

SAFETY LIGHTVISION 2 GOGGLE
- Hands free direct lighting - anti-fog lens;
- available w/reader lens * Two ultra bright, adjustable LED lights
- * Long-life, replaceable CR2032 3V battery; includes bag and lanyard
- * Flexible nose bridge fits virtually all faces
- * Meets ANSI Z87.1-2003 and CSA Z94.3 standards
P/N 09-02158 ........................................ $16.95

VIRTUA PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR AP
- The Virtua protective eyewear line merges outstanding unisex style, protection and affordability, all while offering wearers an open, unobstructed viewing range and impact-resistant, 3-piece polycarbonate construction. Designed for indoor or outdoor use.
Clear Anti-Fog Lens ........................................ P/N 09-03053 ........................................ $2.53
Gray Hard Coat Lens ........................................ P/N 09-03055 ........................................ $1.95
Light Blue Hard Coat Lens .................................... P/N 09-03056 ........................................ $1.95
Clear Hard Coat Lens ........................................... P/N 09-03059 ........................................ $1.90

3M™ PELTOR™ DIGITAL WORKTUNES
Worktunes is a self-contained AM/FM noise attenuating headset (NRR 26db) which provides hearing protection combined with an AM/FM radio to provide. Features include: Easy finger tip controls * 5 preset stations
Volume limited to a safe 82 dB level * Gel/Foam cushions * MP3 cord included * Peltron® stainless steel spring arm headband provides even pressure all day
* Wide, soft padded headband, flexible antenna. * Quick and easy tuning and volume adjustments
P/N 11-01589 ........................................ $85.80

SAVE-EARS HEARING PROTECTION FOR TODDLERS / CHILDREN
- Noise Reduction rating average 25 dB, comparable to a $250 David Clark Aviation headset
* High quality padded felt headband for extreme comfort
* The compact folding design ensures easy transportation and storage.
* Only 7 oz in weight
* Compact, easy to use design, makes them both functional and fun
* Intended for ages 1 year and up.
Pink ........................................ P/N 11-13993 ........................................ $29.95
Blue ........................................ P/N 11-13994 ........................................ $29.95

3M™ PELTOR™ PERSONAL HEARING PROTECTORS

OPTIME 105 - Over-the-head dual cup. NRR 30. Can be used for noise levels up to 105 dB. Color: Black and Red
P/N 12-00699 ........................................ $24.95

OPTIME 105 HI-VIZ - NRR 30. Can be used for noise levels up to 105 dB. Bright Hi-Viz Yellow great for recognition of workers.
P/N 12-02569 ........................................ $29.65

OPTIME 101 - Over-the-head Hp. NRR 27. Can be used for noise levels up to 101 dB. Color: Green
P/N 12-16110 ........................................ $19.55

OPTIME 90 - Over-the-head Hp. NRR 25. Can be used for noise levels up to 98 dB. Color: Yellow and Black
P/N 12-02569 ........................................ $16.90

OPTIME 95 - Folding hearing protector. NRR 21. Can be used for noise levels up to 95 dB. Folding – Slim design. Color: Beige and Black
P/N 12-02570 ........................................ $23.50

3M™ E-A-R™ EARPLUGS

E-A-R CLASSIC - * Most popular earplug in the world
* NRR 29db * The E-A-R® Yellow color is your assurance of proven protection
* Moisture resistant dermatologically safe foam is not irritating * Slow recovery PVC foam provides comfort with low pressure
P/N 0134 ........................................ $0.37
P/N 09-02148 w/ Cord .......................... $0.31

CLASSIC™ PLUS - * Classic Plus are longer than Classic earplugs to fit deeper into the ear canal and provide a higher level of protection
* NRR 32db * Bright yellow color provides a quick visual compliance check
* Dermatologically safe foam is non-irritating, non-flammable, and moisture-resistant.
P/N 09-02149 ........................................ $0.26
P/N 09-02150 w/ Cord .......................... $0.30

E-A-R SOFT™ YELLOW NEONS™ - * NRR 32db
* Highest NRR available * THE WORLD’S SOFTEST EARPLUGS * Self-adjusting foam provides low pressure with excellent attenuation
* Exciting designs and brilliant colors * Dermatologically safe foam is non-irritating to the skin
P/N 09-02151 ........................................ $0.25
P/N 09-02152 w/ Cord .......................... $0.35

3M™ PISTONZ™ EARPLUGS - No need to roll down. Biaxially-stiff stem for easy insertion, yet designed to flex sideways if impacted. Tips look like metal, yet provide ultra-soft feel for all day wear
P/N 12-02571 ........................................ $1.25
P/N 12-02572 w/ cord .......................... $0.89

E-A-R EARBUDS 2600 HEADPHONES
- * NRR 26db * Noise Limited to 82db * Convenient, Easy-Access Volume Control
* Mp3 Compatible * Blocks out External Noise * Hear Your Music while you work * Ultra Comfortable Design
* Can be used for noise levels up to 105 dB
P/N 09-02153 ........................................ $45.95

DAVID CLARK DELUXE HEARING PROTECTOR
The David Clark Deluxe Model Hearing Protector provides maximum noise attenuation and optimum comfort. Features urethane covered earseals, soft foam cushioned headband, military quality materials, finish and workmanship. P/N 11-09205 ........................................ $41.50

NOISEBUSTER ANR EARMUFFS
Designed to reduce aircraft engine noise for airport ground support crews as well as aircraft maintenance and technical personnel, the NoiseBuster Active Noise Reduction (ANR) Safety Earmuff combines an ANSI-rated 26NRR passive earmuff with active noise reduction electronics that deliver up to an additional 20 db of low-frequency noise attenuation. Powered by a AA battery, the earmuff is resistant to water, moisture, contaminants, mechanical shock, and vibration. Perfect for users who do not require two-way communications capability but who can benefit from protection. Includes: * NoiseBuster ANR Safety Earmuff
* One AA battery * 3.5 mm audio interface cable * Warranty
P/N 11-07369 ........................................ $159.00
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